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• July 2021: Report published on “Dense-gas dispersion for industrial 

regulation and emergency response” by Rachel Batt (HSE)

ADMLC Recent News

https://admlc.com/publications/

https://admlc.com/publications/
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• July 2021: Report published on “Dense-gas dispersion for industrial 

regulation and emergency response” by Rachel Batt (HSE)

ADMLC Recent News

Incidents Experiments
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• September 2021: Report published on “A Review of Approaches to 

Dispersion Modelling of Odour Emissions and Intercomparison of 

Models and Odour Nuisance Assessment Criteria” by CERC and 

ELLE

ADMLC Recent News

https://admlc.com/publications/

https://admlc.com/publications/
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• September 2021: CERC-HSA commissioned to undertake new 

project on: “Investigating the impact of applying different grid 

resolutions of NWP met data in atmospheric dispersion modelling” 

• Scope:

– Review of NWP models

– Comparison of model endpoints for NWP datasets

– Comparison studies for regulatory atmospheric dispersion modelling

– Potential for double counting of the impact of terrain

– Use of NWP met data for probabilistic accident consequence 

assessments

• Completion date: December 2022.

ADMLC Recent News
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ADMLC is seeking to partner with other funding agencies or self-

funding research organisations on topics of mutual interest

Possible future ADMLC research projects (www.admlc.com/work):

1. Application of models to the design of monitoring networks

2. A review of model evaluation procedures

3. Dry/wet deposition of gases and particulates

4. Modelling of sources in an emergency

5. Fire source terms and plume rise

6. Understanding the impact of meteorological 

uncertainties

conference paper 

discusses these topics

ADMLC Projects

http://www.admlc.com/work
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Aims and motivation:

• To review use of dispersion modelling for sensor network design        

(for source attribution, emissions estimation and incident response)

• Types of applications:

1. Safety and defence: discrete short-term releases, acute human 

exposures (e.g. chemical accidents, fires)

2. Environmental: more continuous releases, chronic/cumulative 

exposure of ecosystems and people (e.g. intensive agriculture)

• Discuss and share information, knowledge and experience across 

these different types of application at different scales

• To identify challenges and opportunities, and to see if learning from 

one area can benefit another

Webinar Programme
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14:00 – 14:10 Simon Gant (HSE, ADMLC Chair): Introduction

14:10 – 14:30 Veronica Bowman (DSTL): “Dispersion modelling for sensor 

network design and inverse modelling”

14:30 – 14:50 Matthew Goodwin (AWE): “Applications of atmospheric 

transport and dispersion modelling for nuclear test monitoring”

14:50 – 15:10 Hannibal Fossum (FFI): “Quick and accurate dispersion 

modeling based on precomputed wind fields”

15:10 – 15:20 BREAK

15:20 – 15:40 Paul Westoby (DSTL): “Optimisation of CB Sensing”

15:40 – 16:00 Benjamin Truchot (INERIS): “Optimization of sensor locations 

using dispersion modelling for application to industrial facilities”

16:00 – 16:30 DISCUSSION

Webinar Programme
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Webinar Programme

Webinar is being recorded on video

Slides and video will be made available on the ADMLC website

• Please mute your microphone if you’re not speaking

• Please add any comments/questions for the 

discussion session in the chat window

• Please raise your hand if you would like to speak 

in the discussion session
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Thanks to all our presenters and the ADMLC Secretariat for 

organising this webinar

– Justin Smith and Peter Bedwell (PHE)

We would welcome feedback: admlc@phe.gov.uk

– What worked well? 

– What could we improve?

– Breakout networking sessions during the coffee break?

– Future ideas for ADMLC seminars?

Thank you

mailto:admlc@phe.gov.uk

